
   

Days to
Maturity

Music -
This Italian hardneck favor yeilds scapes in June and large 
cloves in July!  The delicious flavor morphs from spicy to 
sweet when cooked.  Fall planting.

Nootka Rose -
This heirloom rose-colored softneck variety has a strong, 
spicy flavor and is ideal for braiding!  Fall planting.

Leek Prizetaker 110

An excellent addition to the winter garden, this allium has 
the classic edible tender white stalk, and the greens can be 
sliced crosswise and sautéed for a carmelly onion flavor as 
well!   Frost tolerant.

Ailsa Craig  
Sweet

110

These large, sweet, juicy onions are amazing grilled, 
chopped into salsas, or used for any fresh eating.  These 
are truly a summertime treat! (Note: Ailsa Craig is not a 
long-term storage onion).

Dakota Tears 112 Classic yellow onion that can be stored for winter use.

Red Wing 118
Who doesn't love a nice, thick slice of red onion on their 
burger?  Great keeper for winter use.

Parade 70 Chop these sweeties into salads, soups, or tacos.

Deep Purple 60

These beautiful purple scallions give you a colorful 
surprise when you pull them out of the ground!  Same 
classic use, adding fresh flavor to sandwiches, soups and 
more!

Purplette 60
Adorable purple pearl onions, perfect for making 
Thanksgiving creamed onions, or pickled onions for 
martinis.  Great fresh in salads, too.

HOMEFRONT FARMERS 2017 CROP PLANNER

VarietyPicture Description

ALLIUM

VEGETABLES

Garlic

Vegetable

Scallions

Onions, bulbs



Days to
Maturity

Shallot French Grey 260
Plant these puppies in fall for a delicious treat the next 
summer.  Shallots can also be stored for winter use.

Days to
Maturity

Asparagus Jersey Knight Perennial

This perennial produces succulent spears in early spring 
for several weeks. The best variety for reliable spears. 
(Note: May not produce harvestable spears for 2-3 years 
after planting.)

Days to
Maturity

Nevada 55
Crunchy, crispy and frilly open heads. Delicious taste and 
heads spiral out for a pretty display.

Red Sails 55 Crinkled red leaf with a grean heart. Fast growing classic!

Optima 52
An all green butterhead with thick leaves and creamy 
flavor. 

Roxy 60 This red butterhead is back by popular demand!

Jericho 57
Classic romaine for grilling or chopping into ceasar 
salads.

ALLIUM - continued

Vegetable Picture Variety Description

Lettuce

Variety

ASTERACEAE

Variety

ASPARAGACEAE

Picture Description

Vegetable

Vegetable

DescriptionPicture



Days to
Maturity

Freckles 55
An heirloom romaine that is just plain beautiful!  Purple 
splashes on green leaves and heat-tolerant to boot!

Deertongue 46
Super mild, crunchy and fast growing!  This odd-looking 
lettuce will amaze you with a sweet, delicious flavor.

Crispino Iceberg 57
Iceberg lovers rejoice!  Don't be shy, grow your own 
organically and enjoy that crispy, watery, mild crunch 
grown right in your own backyard!

Mesclun Baby 
Lettuce Mix

28
This lettuce mix is grown from seed and harvested when 
about 5-6" tall.  Spiked with a small amount of baby 
mustards to keep things interesting!

Days to
Maturity

Yaya 60
This Nantes variety has uniform, barrel shaped roots. 
Great all around carrot for fresh eating & storage.

Scarlet Nantes 65
This fine-grained heirloom has virtually no core, a bright 
orange color & great flavor!  Nantes variety.

Solar Yellow 60
Sunny, yellow heirloom carrots with a sweet taste! Danvers 
type.

Cosmic Purple 58
Tasty and coreless, this purple carrot is purple on the 
outside, orange on the inside!

Lettuce     
(continued)

ASTERACEAE - continued

Vegetable Picture Variety Description

Description

APIACEAE

VarietyPictureVegetable

Carrot



Days to
Maturity

Parsnip Lancer 120
Cousin of the carrot with a super-sweet earthy flavor, 
perfect for root veggie roasts. We love them diced into 
meatloaf or mashed with rosemary and thyme.

Days to
Maturity

Astro
21 baby     

40 full size
A Spicy favorite! Cold hardy & fast growing. Great for 
cold frames.

Surrey 28 baby

Deeply lobed leaves give this fast growing arugula the 
appearance of wild arugula (which is usually very slow 
growing).  More mild than wild arugula.  Beautiful in 
salad mixes!

Broccoli Belstar 66
This broccoli variety will give you an initial large head 
followed by slightly smaller side-shoots for broccoli all 
summer long.

Farao 63
This small cabbage is a garden space saver!  Delicious and 
crispy for slaws all summer!

Integro 85 Crispy red cabbage for beautiful slaws!

Cauliflower Goodman 65
Produce snow white domes averaging 10" across with 
proper conditions.

Collards Georgia 70 Bring on that southern cookin'! Alabama heirloom

APIACEAE - continued

Vegetable Picture Variety Description

Variety

BRASSICA

DescriptionPicture

Arugula

Vegetable

Cabbage



Days to
Maturity

Lacinato 60
Extra dark, blue-green with crinkly leaves. This is and 
Italian heirloom, otherwise known as Dinosaur kale wince 
the leaves look similar to dinosaur skin.

Ripbor 65
Classic crinkly, green leaves. Excellent for salads, stir-fries, 
or kale chips! Great addition to cold frames 

Red Russian 50
This flat-leaved, cold tolerant variety is fast growing and 
has beautiful red veins.

Scarlet 60
Gorgeous crinkly green kale with red veins! Beautiful in 
edible bouquets and even resists cabbage loopers! 

Kohlrabi Kossak 80

The dream brassica for growers!  If you haven't tasted 
kohlrabi, it tastes like broccoli stalk with the texture of an 
apple and a super mild flavor!  It's thick skin is even 
resistant to damage from cabbage loopers!  Kohlrabi 
sticks are a great sweet, mild crudité dipped in pesto or 
ranch dressing that the kids will love!

Mizuna Purple 40

This delicious, fast growing Asian green is super mild and 
increadibly beautiful.  Dainy green leaves accented with 
purple veins and the crispy stalks juicy, crunchy and 
delicious!  Grown like a head lettuce.

Green Wave 45
A slow-bolting green mustard with a spicy flavor when raw 
and a mild flavor when cooked.  Great addition to the 
spring or fall garden!

Osaka 40
This cold tolerant crop lends a spicy zip to any soup or 
stew.  Fast growing & beautiful, this a great addition to 
the vegetable garden, especially in late fall.

Description

BRASSICA - continued

Vegetable Picture

Kale

Mustards

Variety



Days to
Maturity

Valentine's Day 
Mix

25
Pretty mix of red, pink, purple and white round radishes 
with a few French Breakfast. Great variety!

D'Avignon 21
Beautiful, elongated French Breakfast type. A gourmet 
favorite for it's mild flavor and sophisticated appearance.

Daikon Miyashige 50

Japanese variety for soups, pickling, fermenting, and 
storage. Delicious mild greens can be eaten raw or cooked 
and are not "furry" like regular radish leaves.  Awesome 
addition to the fall garden!

Watermelon 60
Breathtakingly beautifl when sliced open! Looks just like 
its namesake with that classic radish taste.  Great fall 
option!

Nero Tondo 50
Black Spanish radish, spicy and eye-catching.  Grow in 
the fall!

Tat Soi Tat Soi 45
Think of it as an Asian spinach!  Mild and tender, these 
leaves are delicious raw in a salad but can also be added 
to braising mixes, soups and stews.

Tokyo Market 35

Like radishes, but not their spice?  Indroducing, salad 
turnips! Sweet, mild and crispy, these are all the rage at 
Farmer's Markets and delicious raw in any salad or cooked 
in soups and stews. Greens are also tender and mild.  
And what's more, they are easy to grow!

Scarlet Ohno 
Revival 

50

A second salad turnip to round out our striking offerings 
this year. Looks almost like a radish, but again, has non 
of the spice! Greens have a pink streak that will liven up 
any salad.

Purple Top Turnip 55
Classic cooking turnip. Creamy white flesh, perfect for 
winter stews.  Young greens can also be eaten raw or 
cooked.

Rutabaga Joan Rutabaga 90-100
This crispy fall root is a classic addition to the fall 
garden.  It's delicious flavor adds depth to any root 
vegetable medley.

Turnip

Radish

BRASSICA - continued

Vegetable Picture Variety Description



Days to
Maturity

Boro 50 Extremely sweet, smooth roots. 

Chioggia 60
Italian heirloom with a red and white bull's eye design. 
Perfect for grilling or slicing raw into salads.

Touchstone Gold 55 Sweeter and milder than red beets! No bleeding.

White Albino 50
Sick of staining your cutting board?  This albino beet has 
the same great beaty-flavor of it's red cousins without the 
hastle!

Cylindra 56
This unique heirloom beet is perfect for slicing because it 
is shaped almost like a fat carrot!

Spinach Regiment 37
Semi- savoyed, thick leaves. Cold hardy and perfect for 
cold frames!

Swiss Chard Rainbow 60
Tender stalks of red, pink, orange, yellow, and white. 
Delicious in a balsamic vinaigrette!

Days to
Maturity

Cucumber Green Finger 60
Our favorite all-around American slicer. Aromatic and 
flavorful!

Vegetable Variety

Vegetable

CHENOPOD

Picture

CUCURBIT

Description

Variety DescriptionPicture

Beet



Days to
Maturity

Tyria 58 This extra long cucumber has thin skin and small seeds

True Lemon 58--70
Lemony taste and look! Beautiful pairing with regular 
green slicers

Brown Russian 
Cucumber

67
Extremely productive cucumber with funky brown skin but 
a super crisp, mellow cucumber flavor!

Caribbean Gold 80
Melt-in-your-mouth classic cantaloupe; a favorite every 
season.

Rona 82
This green fleshed melon is super sweet and skin turns 
yellow when ripe.  Fast growing, virulent plants!

Midnight 
Lightning

55
This zucchini got its name for a reason! Productive as 
warp speed, most tender when picked young. 

Success 
Straightneck

50
Tried and true, vigorous plants with a superior buttery 
flavor. Excellent grilled and brushed with sage butter.

Rond de Nice 52

This light green heirloom is perfect for Italian veggie 
"stacks". Slice thick, layer and bake with a  beefsteak 
tomato, eggplant, mozzarella and fresh basil for mid-
summer bliss.

Benning's Green 
Tint Pattypan

52

These adorable, green pattypans turn a creamy white as 
they grow.   They also create a beautiful centerpiece 
display! Simmer in chicken broth and sprinkle with 
parmesan to create the perfect summer side dish!

Cucumber  
(continued)

Vegetable Picture Variety Description
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Melon

Summer Squash



Days to
Maturity

Delicata Bush 80
So sweet and tender, the skin can be eaten like summer 
squash.  These compact plants only spread 4-6 feet and 
are powdery mildew resistant!

Nutterbutter 90
This butternut is one of our favorites for curried soup 
with a hunk of crusty bread.  Stores for winter use!

REBA Acorn 90
An acorn squash with semi-bush habit.  Drizzle with 
homemade maple syrup for an autumn treat!

Spaghetti 88
Back by popular demand; a great spagghetti substitute for 
the gluten free crowd and kids' delight! 

Jack-Be-Little 95 These mini pumpkins are perfect for eating and decoration

Baby Pam Pie 99
Thanksgiving pie anyonye? Super sweet, dry, stringless 
flesh for all your baking needs.

Rouge Vif 
D'Etampes

99
Red-skinned French heirloom, otherwise known as the 
Cinderella pumpkin. A fairytale's delight and excellent 
when used as a soup toureen!

Casper 100
A white pumpkin to add refinement to your pumpkin 
display. Sweet flesh for eating too!

Black Futsu 105
This Japanese heirloom is great for both porch 
decorations and eating!  Warty and fun!

Howden 115
This classic Jack-o-Lantern is the perfect choice for carving 
or painting!  Flesh is not meant to be eaten, but roast 
this pumpkin's seeds for a culinary delight!

Winter Squash

Pumpkins

CUCURBIT - continued

Vegetable Picture Variety Description



Days to
Maturity

Gourd
Speckled Swan 
Gourd

125
Not edible!  This beauty is perfect for fall decorations and 
can even be painted to look like a swan!

Sweet Dakota 
Rose

82
This classic watermelon has incredibly sweet red flesh, fine 
grained texture and grows betweein 8--12 lbs!

Tom Watermelon 80
A slightly larger personal sized watermelon, these 
productive plants are super sweet with a fine-grained 
texture!

Yellow Petite 65-78
Delicious, fast growing personal sized yellow watermelon.  
Give this unique melon a try!

Days to
Maturity

Provider Snap 50 This classic snap bean gives you that juicy bean crunch!

Maxibel Haricot 
Vert

65
These extra long, thin string beans add refinement to any 
summertime meal. Saute in balsamic vinegar and olive oil 
for a healthy savory side the family will love. 

Royal Burgundy 
Bush

55
Purple skin with a green interior. Skin fades to green 
when cooked. Color makes harvesting easy and lends 
crudite platters some intrigue!

Gold Rush Yellow 
Wax

55
Your classic wax bean with a mild taste and great crunch! 
Perfect for pickling dilly beans since this plant has a 
concentrated harvest period.

Dragon Tongue 55
Best fresh bean flavor, hands down! These unique Romano 
wax beans have beautiful purple stripes that intrigue kids 
and grown-ups alike!

CUCURBIT - continued

Vegetable Picture Variety Description

Watermelon

Vegetable

Beans, bush

Variety DescriptionPicture

LEGUME



Days to
Maturity

Kentucky Wonder 65
This classic string bean is incredibly productive once it 
gets going. Vines will crawl up a trellis or fence in no 
time at all!

Emerite 60
Climbing French Filet! Enjoy this delicacy all summer 
long while saving space!

French Gold 60 A wax French Filet bean! Enjoy the best of both worlds.

Purple Podded 68
These purple romano type beans have green flesh and skin 
that turns green if cooked. Juicy, prolific, and very fun!

Chinese Red 
Noodle Beans

80
This crazy Chinese heirloom bean grows to over a foot 
long! 

Edamame Giant Midori 93
Large, buttery beans for a savory, salty snack! Steam in 
the pod or shelled. Kids love them!

Green Arrow 68

This shelling pea will show you how serious the term 
"sweet pea" really is. Many of our clients are truly 
surprised at the flavor of these tiny little jewels. Also 
known as English peas

Cascadia Snap 
Pea

60
A sugar snap to satisfy any pea lover's desire for that 
garden fresh crunch!

Sugar Magnolia 
Snap Pea

70
The first purple sugar snap pea!  Best flavor when 
harvested before the pods get fat.

Mammoth 
Melting Snow Pea

65
Extra large snow pea for Asian stir-fries! Large white 
flowers for and aesthetic any gardener will fall in love with.

Fava Bean Windsor 75
These delicious, buttery beans love to grow in cool 
weather.

LEGUME - continued

Vegetable Picture Variety Description

Peas

Bean, pole



Days to
Maturity

Mache VIT 50
Extra hardy French salad green. Harvest whole resettes for 
a picturesque presentation.

Sorrel Red Veined Perennial
This lemony, French salad green is delicious as an accent 
to salad mixes or surved under fish. (Warning: Consuming 
excess amounts of sorrel can be toxic)

Rhubarb Victoria Perennial
Strawberry-rhubarb pie anyone? This perennial edible stalk 
is a great addition to any berry dessert. (Warning: The 
leaves of this plants are toxic)

Days to
Maturity

Black Beauty 65
This classic Italian eggplant yields 1-3lb fruits with a slight 
ribbing and reduced spines for easy picking. Perfect for 
eggplant parmeseans and lasagnas

Calliope 64
Beautiful purple streaked skin!  Spineless calyxes make for 
easy picking.

Orient Express 58
Long, skinny & tender dark purple Asian eggplant!  Early 
yeilder!

Jupiter
65-Green  
75-Red

This 4-lobed, thick-walled bell pepper has good leaf 
coverage to avoid sunburn on fruits and is great for fresh 
eating or stuffing.

Milena
65-Green 84-

Orange
This blocky orange bell brings colorful, crisp snacking to 
the garden!

Catriona
60-Green  
68-Yellow

This crisp yellow bell is early and disease resistent for the 
ultimate gardening success!

Pepper, Sweet

Picture

SOLANACEOUS

Description

Variety

Vegetable

Eggplant

Vegetable Picture

MISCELLANEOUS

Description

Variety



Days to
Maturity

Lunchbox Red
55-Green   
75-Red

Cute-as-a-button snack sized peppers, sweet and perfect for 
sending along with the kids to school or leaving in a bowl 
on the kitchen counter for fly-by snackers.

Lipstick
55-Green  75-

Red

4" long, cone-shaped red peppers have thick, juicy walls 
and are more productive and early than regular bells!  If 
you just can't wait until late summer for red peppers, give 
these puppies a try!

Topepo Rosso 
Pimiento

55-Green   
70-Red

These adorable 2" fruits have thick, juicy walls and a 
flattened shape perfect for stuffing!

Shishito
60-Green  

75-Orng/red

This mild Japanese pepper is perfect for any type of 
cooking and very popular as an appetizer. 
Characteristically eaten green and cooked to reveal a deep 
flavor. Eventually will ripen to a mildly sweet orange/red 
color.

Suprette Sweet 
Banana

65-Yellow
An early maturing variety producing 5-8" long yellow 
peppers that are best gilled or eaten on pizza. Eventually 
they will ripen to an orange-red color. Very productive.

Cubanella 75 days
This mild frying pepper ripens to red from a light green 
color.  Sweet with just a bit of heat!

Ancho Poblano
68-Green  
88-Red

This relatively mild pepper (3,000 SHU) will still give a 
spicy punch to any dish. Excellent stuffing pepper.

Conchos Jalapeno
65-Green  
90-Red

Traditional productive jalapeno. Forms small cracks in 
skin when fruits mature. (5,000 SHO)

Hidalgo Serrano 90- Red Fruity-Hot Flavor (6,000-17,000 SHU)

Pepper, Sweet 
(continued)

Pepper, Hot

SOLANACEOUS - continued

Vegetable Picture Variety Description



Days to
Maturity

Ring-O-Fire 
Cayenne

45- Green  
65-Red

Numerous small fruits that burn just like the Johnny 
Cash song (20,000 SHU). Fruits average 4" long and 
have skin similar to a fire engine: glossy and red red red! 
Great for drying, decoration, and adding to chilis in the 
winter.

Hot Paper 
Lantern Habanero

70-Green  
90-Red

Early red habanero with enough heat to call the firemen! 
Proceed with caution!

Ground Cherry Goldie 75

Also known as husk cherries, these tomato cousins are 
super sweet and tropically fruity!  Tastes like a cross 
between a tomato, strawberry and pineapple.  One plant 
yeilds huge amounts of cherry-tomato sized fruits enclosed 
within a husk (like a tomatillo) that turns brown when 
ripe.  Kids love searching for them under the plant's 
canopy!  Cook into pies or snack on them fresh.

Sakura 60
The best red cherry around; incredible combination of 
complex and sweet tomato flavor. Disease resistant.

Sungold 57
This ultra-sweet orange cherry is nature's candy at it's 
finest!

Pink Bumble Bee 70
A specialty cherry tomato; pink with orange-yellow streaks. 
Juicy & unique!

Black Cherry 64
Large cherries that are a dusky purple color when ripe, 
similar to Purple Cherokee beefstakes.  These puppies 
have deep flavor and productive growth!

Red Pearl 58
Thin skin and few seeds give this meaty grape tomato an 
improved flavor over the standard.

Blush 75
These 1"-2" fruits have a pink "blush" and candy sweet 
flavor similar to that of a Striped German beefsteak. 
Perfect for snacking.

Peppers, Hot 
(continued)
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Days to
Maturity

Pink Boar 75
2-4 oz saladette tomatoes, slightly larger than a large 
cherry, with burgundy red skin and green streaks.  
Delectible & gorgeous on the plate!

Green Zebra 75-80
Contrary to its name, these unique 4--5 oz fruits ripen to 
a gold yellow color with green streaks. Tangy, fruity flavor 
makes this unique tomato a winner among our clients.

Golden Rave 67

Words cannot express our ardor for this amazingly 
flavorful yellow roma! The perfect tomato for fresh eating 
as well as sauce making.  Disease resistant and productive, 
we can't sing enough praises about Golden Rave!

Baylor Paste 75
Productive and resistant to blossom end rot, this is the 
classic paste tomato you've been waiting for!

Pink Berkeley Tie 
Die

70
Beautiful red skin and flesh with gorgeous stripes!  These 
8-16 oz fruits are a more disease resistant heirloom - 
what's not to love!?

Pruden's 72
Our earliest maturing large red beefstake heirloom 
tomato!  Has a lighter red color than other beefstakes 
when ripe but wins taste tests all the same!

Purple Cherokee 72
Large 12--16 oz fruits with a dark red, almost purple skin, 
and green shoulders. Deep tomato flavor gives this tomato 
a cult following.

Striped German 78
Breathtakingly beautiful pink streaks in the bottom. Even 
more importantly, the complex, tangy flavor of this 
tomato will transport you to tomato heaven!

Brandywine 75
This classic red beefstake is worth the wait time!  Classic, 
deep flavor and heirloom quality.

Tomato 
(Continued)
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Annual/
Perennial

Anise Hyssop Anise Hyssop P

Edible bluish-purple flowers attract beneficial insects and 
can be used to add a sweet, minty-licorice flavor to teas, 
salads, pasta, soup or desserts!  Lends a beautiful burst of 
color to the garden.

Eleanora A
Classic sweet basil with a moderate resistance to basil 
downey mildew

Mrs. Burn's 
Lemon

A

This tangy, citrusy sweet basil is great in pesto since it 
tastes like you've already put lemon juice in it!We have 
found this variety to be extremely resistant to basil downy 
mildew.

Rosie Basil A

Gorgeous purple foliage and flowers with classic sweet 
basil flavor! A beautiful addition to edible bouquets and 
scrumptious addition to any tomato salad. Purple pesto 
makes for a unique display at parties!

Thai Sweet A
With beautiful purple flowers and an anise flavor, this 
basil is great in Asian cuisine and edible bouquets.

Chamomile German A
Harvest these small white flowers for a calming, warming 
tea.  Especially delicious when mixed with mint and local 
honey.

Onion P
Harvest chives year-round for the perfect soup or salad 
topper! Edible purple flowers in Spring.

Garlic P
These delicious, mild garlicy chives also produce a 
beautiful white flower in fall, great for cutting.

Chervil
This classic French herb is a close cousin of parsley and a 
wonderful addition to the herb garden!

HERBS

Description

Basil

PictureHerb Variety

Chives



Annual/
Perennial

Cilantro Calypso A

Add instant fresh taste to tacos, salads and soups!  
Delicate white flowers attract beneficial insects and if they 
are left to go to seed, you can also harvest the dried pods, 
otherwise known as Coriander.

Dill Bouquet A

Harvest fronds for cucumber soups and sandwiches or the 
seeds for pickling! Bees and benificial pollinators 
absolutely love these umbels of yellow flowers,a nd they 
can be gorgeous additions to any edible bouquet. 

Fennel Bronze A

Grow this licorice flavored herb for the ferns (we like 
them in sweet muffins) or the seed (can be ground into 
cookies or used as an after-dinner mint) Bees go 
absolutely wild over it's flowers!  Note: Not bred for the 
bulb- see our vegetable section for bulbing Italian fennel.

Lemon Balm Lemon Balm P Fragrant addition to salads or tea

Lemon Verbena Lemon Verbena A

A perennial in warmer climates, this delicious lemony herb 
can be used in culinary and medicinal cooking, teas, 
tinctures and soap making!  Bruise the leaf for a delectible 
smell!

Mexican 
Tarrigon

Mexican Mint 
Marigold

A

A substitute for tarragon in warmer climates, this plant 
produces small, strikingly beautiful yellow blossoms in late 
summer.  Both foliage and blossoms are edible and attract 
beneficial insects.

Mint Mojito P
Is it 5 o'clock yet? Time to mix up some fresh garden 
cocktails! Mint can also be used in hot or iced tea and 
dried to use over the winter.

Oregano P
Related to mint, this Italian herb is an essential ingredient 
in tomato sauce!

Parsley Italian Flat Leaf Biennial
Harvest parsley through the fall for fresh Italian and 
Greek flavors

HERBS - continued
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Annual/
Perennial

Rosemary Barbeque A
A classic pine-scented herb that's absolutely delicious on 
roasted root vegetables, chicken or in any Mediterranean 
dish.

Bergaatten P
Thick, extra large, velvety leaves make any soup, stuffing, 
or egg dish a savory delight! Can be dried for winter use.

Purple P

Slender purple and green leaves accent each other for a 
truly stunning addition to edible bouquets. Same savory 
sage flavor, only purple! Can be dried for winter use.  
This variety does not flower.

Silver P

Beautiful purple spires bloom in this plant's second 
spring, perfect for cutting.  Leaves can be used in stews 
and stuffings and is traditionally burnt in religious 
ceremonies.  A great subsitute for dusty miller in bouquets 
too!

Shiso Britton A
Large green leaves with red undersides. This Asian herb 
can be used for salad mixes, sushi or Asian cooking, Mild 
mint/basil flavor

Tarragon French P
This classic French herb lends a mild anise flavor to any 
dish!

Stevia Stevia A
Intensely sweet herbal alternative to sugar. Leaves are easily 
dried for year-round use.

Thyme Winter Hardy P
Winder-Hardy variety for instant French flair. Combine 
thyme, lemon juice and olive oil for a classic French 
vinaigrette or marinade.

Sage

HERBS - continued
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Artemesia Sweet Annie 120

Traditionally used to treat fever in ancient Chinese 
medicine, the foliage of this sweet-smelling plant flowers 
gold in September for a spectacular bouquet filler!  Easily 
re-seeds.  Heady fragrance.

Batchelor's 
Buttons

Polka Dot Mix 90
These adorable, dainty blue, purple, pink blooms are 
edible as well as an attractant to bees and butterflies. 
Great for spring cutting.

Borage Borage 50-60

Edible blue blossoms attract hords of bees. Foliage and 
flowers taste like cucumber! Great addition to a cool, 
summer drink.  Re-seeds from year to year so plant this 
puppy only once!

Mixed Broom 
Corn

100-110

This lovely ornamental corn provides an array of fall color 
in fresh or dried bouquets and can be used to make 
holiday wreaths, centerpieces or hearth decorations. 
Traditionally used to make brooms.

Smoke Signals 100
Gorgeous multi-colored cobs for ornamental use or 
popping!

Strawberry 
Popcorn

100
Adorable 2-inch strawberry colored cobs for ornamental 
use or popping!

Gold Star
A variety of gold, lemon and peach colored calendula. 
Warm and inviting. Great cutting flower.

Triangle Flashback A pink calendula with double blossoms and magenta eye.

Flower Description

FLOWERS

Calendula

Corn, 
Ornamental

Picture Variety



Diablo
Striking orange-red blossoms. We think this little devil is 
worth growing! Plants reach only 2--3 feet tall.

Sea Shells 90-110
A unique pink mix of cosmos with tubular flowers. Tall 
ferny foliage attracts beneficial insects late in the season.

Double-Click 75-90

This fully double mix of classic pinks and white are 
specially bred for cutting and one of the most beautiful 
cut flowers that cannot be bought at the grocery store!  A 
truly special variety.  Blooms from mid-summer through 
fall.  

Itsy-Bitsy
This short collection of pink, white, yellow and red teeny 
dahlias is great for the outside boarder.  Late color and 
great for bud vases!

Anemone

This unique range of cream, mocha, purple and midnight 
violet have pincushion-like tufts of petals in the middle 
and flattened petals in the outer rim, all in bi-colors with 
dark centers like an anemone.  

Maxime
A 4-6" wide dahlia with rich red petals etched in gold.  
Formal and perfect for special occassions.

Bridal Bouquet 
Mix

These amazing dinner-plate dahlias produce blooms up to 
8" across and come in a range of soft lilac and blush 
pink to white.  Demure and perfect!

Cheyenne Spirit P
Grows 1--2 feet tall. Buds and roods are bedicinal. Attracts 
bees and beneficials

Truffle 
Coneflowers

P

These goregeous echinacea blossoms have the look of a 
pincushion flower and come in hues of pink and yellow.  
Cones that are left after the petals fall are a great addition 
to dried flower arrangements.  These flowers attract 
beneficial insects and are a great perennial companion to 
the vegetable garden!

Echinacea

Dahlia

Cosmos
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Foxglove Camelot 135-150

Blooms form mid-summer to fall in its first year, then a 
second blast of production early the next spring! Beautiful 
spires of purple, light pink, cream and white. THIS 
FLOWER IS POINSONOUS; DO NOT EAT!

Mix 85
This mix of purple, pink & white attracts butterflies and is 
the perfect cut flower both fresh and dried.  Neat, tidy & 
heat resistant, this flower is a work horse!

Strawberry Fire 85-100

Our own mix of Strawberry Fields red and fiery orange 
globe amaranth will add a pop of easy color to the garden 
this season, right up until the first frost!  Attracts 
beneficial insects too!

Lavender Munstead P
This English perennial is perfect for teas, cake decoration, 
and attracting beneficial insects!  Tender perennial.

Durango Outback 50
Great bright block of color! This variety is a spectacular 
burst of fiery, eye-catching hues - yellow, orange and red - 
that no one will ignore, except maybe the deer!

Red Queen 
Sophia

60
A red marigold rimmed in gold for a refined, regal look!  
Great color to decorate the outside of the vegetable 
garden and deter "bad" bugs!

Buttercream
This more refined pastel yellow marigold perfectly matches 
more subtle shades of purple, pink and white.  

Kilimanjaro 
White

As close to white as a marigold can get!  Refined and 
very un-marigold-like!

Tangerine Gem Petite edible blossoms lend some zest to a salad or cake!

Crackerjack 
Cutting Mix

This giant mix of yellow and orange blossoms is perfect 
for cutting and deer/animal resistance.  Long, sturdy 
stems provide a great cutting option for the outer garden 
boarders on tall, 3 foot plants.

Flower Picture Variety Description

Globe Amaranth

Marigold
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Milkweed Pleurisy Root P

Absolutely stunning bright orange variety of milkweed. 
Blooms for only a few weeks in late summer, but is a very 
important food source for the Monarch Butterfly and will 
come back year after year!

Nasturtium Tip Top
A unique strain of nasturtium that holds its blossoms 
above any foliage. Edible blossoms and greens add a 
peppery flair to any salad.

Lady Bird
These heirloom sun-loving beauties add refinement to your 
garden that attracts bees and beneficial insects.

Double mixed 
Shirley

A beautiful range of pink poppies with gorgeous delicate 
double blossoms like tissue paper! Good for cutting if 
singed with a flame at harvest.  A great spring bloom!

Pansy/Viola Brush Strokes
Unique violets in beautiful streaked yellows and purples. 
Add to salads or cakes for an extremely mild wintergreen 
flavor and decorative accent. 

Rudbeckia, Black 
Eyed Susan

Goldilocks

These fully double golden flowers almost look like a fully 
double sunflower!  Black eye shows when flower is fully 
open.  Beautiful, continuous bloomer, cut flower and 
beneficial insect attractant.

Salvia
New Dimension 
Blue

These intensely blue, conical flowers bloom from late 
spring into summer and then re-bloom in fall after a 
shearing.  These short plants grow only 10-12" tall and 
attract beneficial insects.  Great for cutting a boarder 
color!

Scabiosa
Black & White 
Pincushion 
Flowers

This stellar cut flower comes in a mix of pure white and a 
dark maroon that looks almost black!  Flowers are long 
lasting in the vase, lasting 2 weeks!  Spikey pods form 
after beautiful flowers for a great everlasting addition to 
dried arrangements and attract beneficial insects.  Flowers 
bloom well in the first year and go absolutely gangbusters 
in the second year!  Perennial.

Shasta Daisy
Real Dream 
Dwarf

These double, golden-hued shastas are a more refined spin 
on the traditional shasta daisy.  Short, perennial and great 
for the outer boarder.  Flowers attract beneficial insects 
and last for weeks in the vase!
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Johnny's Potomac 
Mix

These 2--3' plants lend a whimsical splash of colorful 
spires to your garden landscape. Edible and great for 
cutting. The more you cut the more snaps flower!  Yellow, 
pink, white, purple, orange and bicolors included.

Madame Butterfly 
Mix

A lovely, double snapdragon also referred to as an Azalea 
type.  Stunning addition to the vase!

Statice Seeker Mix

Super long-lasting & colorful bouquet filler. Statice 
blooms all season long and holds its petal color even 
when dried naturally, without gels. Enjoy this mix of 
blues, pinks, yellows, and whites now and later in winter 
when other garden treats have vanished!

Strawflower Mix

Drop-dead gorgeous, fully double paper blossoms in 
bright fiery red, pink, rose & white.  The perfect 
everlasting to pair with Statice & Globe Amaranth.  
Attracts beneficial pollenators.

Big Smile 50-60
Dwarf, early sunflower for non-shading. This multi-
branching sunflower reaches 18" tall and produces stalks 
long enough for cutting. 

Firecracker 55
This 2-3 foot branching sunflower has streaked, orange 
petals that truly look like a firecracker!  A great shorter 
option for sunflower lovers.

Teddybear 
Sunflower

50-60
This 3-4 foot tall fully double sunflower is great for kids - 
so fuzzy you might be entised to cuddle it!  

Soraya 78-90
Multi-branching sunflower with pollen for the bees and 
cutting flower potential for you! 4--6" wide blooms and 6' 
tall 

Goldy double 75

Full double petals that give a stunning sunburst of color 
to any garden! Multi-branching stems provide great cutting 
flowers which hold in the field longer than most varieties. 
Height averages 5--6'.  One of our favorites!
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Velvet Queen 100
Add a shade of autumnal red to your sunflower collection 
with this elegant branching variety. Height averages 5' with 
blooms 5--6" across

Autumn Beauty 
Blend

90-100
A blend of red and orange petals on tall, 7 foot plants.  
Plants branch for a long season of sunflower blooms.

Titan
Kids love this giant 12' sunflower! Head averages 18--24" 
across. Bees and birds love it. Large seeds have been bred 
for eating.

Sweet Pea Old Spice

This heirloom cutting sweet pea variety is highly fragrant!  
More heat tolerant than other sweet peas.  Absolutely 
beautiful for cutting.  (Note: plants are poisonous so do 
not grow where children & pets are unattended.)

Yarrow Mixed Colors
This easy to grow perennial flowers in mid-summer for a 
wash of beautiful pastel hues!  Excellet filler for bouquets.  
Attracts beneficial insects and can be used medicinally.  

Giant Mix

This stunning mix of bright double blossoms includes 
purple, scarlet, pink, orange, and yellow blossoms.  
Zinnias are the premier flower for cutting and also attract 
butterflies, bumble bees and other beneficial insects to the 
garden.

Pastel Mix

Are your color sensibilities a bit more subtle?  Look no 
further than our pastel zinnia mix!  Beautiful double 
blossoms of white, creamy yellow, lilac, light salmon, and 
light green.

Profusion Pinks

The perfect short, neat and tidy boarder plant, also good 
for cutting!  These short little zinnias will wow you with 
their disease resistance and ability to bloom all season 
long! A colorful mix of salmon, coral, and cherry pinks 
with a shot of fiery orange thrown in provides a stunning 
display of color and great cutting for small bud vases.

Profusion White

For those looking for an elegant, simple look, this neat & 
tidy white flower is perfect for low boarders & pairing 
with blue and purple hues.  Cut the blossoms when they 
are half open for perfect little bud vases.
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